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ABSTRACT
This study explores whether there is an asymmetry
with respect to the perceptual salience of an increase
vs. a decrease of phonologically relevant features. A
forced-choice discrimination experiment was
conducted on stimulus pairs that included one
member with unchanged phonetic features and the
other with either increased or decreased degree of
features (i.e., vowel nasality or VOT). The results
revealed a perceptual asymmetry: participants were
more accurate and in some cases faster in their
responses to stimulus-pairs containing increasedfeature stimuli, suggesting that greater presence of
these phonetic features is perceptually more salient
than decreased presence. These findings demonstrate
sub-categorical sensitivity for features known to be
perceived categorically (VOT), as well as for
features not primary to phonological contrast (vowel
nasality). They also support a possible salience
explanation for previously observed asymmetries in
phonetic imitation.
Keywords: perceptual asymmetry, sub-categorical
sensitivity, VOT, nasal coarticulation
1. INTRODUCTION
Previous research in speech perception shows
various examples of asymmetries in the perception
of phonetic features. For example, with respect to
voicing, confusion matrices by Wang & Bilger [18]
show that [b] is confused as [p] more often than [p]
is confused as [b]. Similarly, for place of
articulation, Friedrich, Lahiri & Eulitz [8] observe
ERP mismatch negativity for priming from [coronal]
to [dorsal], but not for [dorsal] to [coronal]. VOT
goodness ratings from Allen & Miller [2] show
better ratings for members of the /p/ category with
longer VOT than with shorter VOT. And Lahiri &
Marslen-Wilson [11] found that while nasalized
vowels may be perceived as oral, oral vowels are
much less frequently perceived as nasal.
Asymmetrical response with respect to VOT and
nasality can be seen in quite different contexts as
well. In studies of spontaneous phonetic imitation,
both increased VOT and increased vowel nasality in
phonologically appropriate contexts are imitated to a

greater extent than decreased VOT and decreased
nasality [13, 19]. In the current study, we explore
whether an asymmetry in perceptual salience might
contribute to the explanation of these asymmetries in
imitation. In particular, if the increased presence of a
given feature (e.g., vowel nasality or aspiration) is
more salient than its decreased presence, increased
nasality/VOT tokens should be better perceived by
listeners, and therefore would be more likely to be
imitated.
By looking at both vowel nasality and VOT, we
also aim to examine whether the phonemic/
categorical status of a phonetic feature modulates its
patterns of perceptual salience. VOT is a primary
cue to voicing contrasts in stops in English, and like
many contrastive features, it is known to be
perceived categorically [12]. The phenomenon of
categorical perception demonstrates that the
phonemic categories possessed by speakers
influence
their
perception
along
relevant
dimensions, resulting in reduced within-category
sensitivity. Although previous work has shown that
listeners are sensitive to vowel nasality and can use
it to detect an adjacent nasal consonant (e.g., [1, 4,
6, 14]), it is generally not considered to be a
contrastive feature in English. For instance, whereas
Hindi listeners, whose language is considered to
have contrastive vowel nasality, perceive vowel
nasality categorically (like VOT in English), English
listeners perceive vowel nasality more continuously
[15]. In other words, in the absence of a categorical
boundary, non-contrastive features such as different
degrees of vowel nasality in English should be easier
to discriminate than contrastive within-category
features such as VOT.
2. METHODS
2.1. Participants

Forty-three native speakers of American English
participated in a two-alternative forced-choice
discrimination task. All were undergraduates at the
University of Colorado and received course credit
for their participation.

3. RESULTS

2.2. Stimuli

Eighteen monosyllabic words with nasal codas and
nineteen words with onset /p/ were used as stimuli.
Each set of words was recorded by a phoneticallytrained male speaker. Three versions of each word
(i.e., more nasality/VOT, less nasality/VOT, and
natural) were created. Degree of vowel nasality was
increased or decreased by additively combining the
waveform of the vowel in each nasal test item (e.g.,
ban) with the waveform of a more nasal vowel (e.g.,
from man) or a less nasal/oral vowel (e.g., from
bad), respectively, yielding tokens with intermediate
spectral characteristics. Test tokens were selected to
have approximately equal change in nasality,
measured as ±2.5dB A1-P0. (See [7] for nasality
measurement details.) VOT was increased or
decreased by 40ms by splicing in aspiration from
hyper-aspirated tokens or by deleting aspiration
from original tokens.
2.3. Procedure

Stimuli were presented in pairs comprising either
different stimuli (e.g., moreVOT-naturalVOT) or
same stimuli (e.g., lessNasal-lessNasal). Interstimulus interval (ISI) was either 50 ms (18
participants) or 500 ms (25 participants).
Participants listened to the stimuli over headphones
and were instructed to indicate whether the stimuli
in each pair were the same or different as quickly as
possible. Careful listening was emphasized.
Response, response correctness, and reaction time
(RT) were recorded for each trial. Stimulus
presentation and data collection were controlled
using PsychoPy.

3.1. Correct Response

Table 1 presents a summary of generalized linear
mixed-effects modeling for response accuracy.
There are significant main effects of Condition
(more vs. less) [p<0.05], Type (nasal vs. VOT)
[p<0.01], and ISI (50 ms vs. 500 ms) [p<0.01],
which indicate that stimuli with increased features
(“more” tokens) received more correct responses
than stimuli with decreased features (“less” tokens),
that nasal stimuli were discriminated more correctly
than VOT stimuli, and that stimuli presented with
shorter ISI were responded to more correctly.
Significant interactions between Condition and ISI
[p<0.001] and Type and ISI [p<0.001] were also
observed, where stimuli with increased features were
responded to more correctly than stimuli with
decreased features in 500 ms ISI, and nasal stimuli
were responded to more correctly than VOT stimuli
in 500 ms ISI. Lastly, there was a 3-way interaction
of Condition, Type, and ISI [p<0.05], which showed
that nasal tokens were discriminated more correctly
than VOT tokens in “more” trials, and the effect was
greater in ISI 500.
	
  
Table 1: Summary of generalized linear mixedeffects model for the correct response analysis.
Std.Err

z

p

-0.874

0.328

-2.667

0.008

Cond=More

0.833

0.327

2.543

0.011

Type=VOT

-0.917

0.31

-2.959

0.003

ISI=500

-1.137

0.362

-3.138

0.002

More:VOT

-0.601

0.487

-1.236

0.217

More:500

1.072

0.285

3.759

0.000

VOT:500
More:VOT:5
00

1.263
-0.91

0.291
0.404

4.347
-2.253

0.000
0.024

(Intercept)

2.4. Statistical Analysis

Response measures from the data were (1) the
correct responses (binary) in “different” trials and
(2) RTs on correctly responded “different” trials.
Statistical analysis of correctness was based on
generalized linear mixed-effects modeling using the
glmer function in the lme4 package for R; analysis
of RTs was based on linear mixed-effects modeling
using the lmer function in the same package [3].
For both models, Condition (more vs. less), Type
(nasal vs. VOT), and ISI (50 ms vs. 500 ms) were
included as fixed effects, along with by-participant
and by-item random intercepts and slopes for
Condition. Statistical significance was determined
based on p-values calculated using the summary
function in the lmerTest package in R [10].

Estimate

	
  
Figure 1 summarizes the correct response effects,
with rate of correct response plotted by Condition
(more vs. less) and Type (nasal vs. VOT). (Panel (a)
shows ISI 50 ms, and panel (b) shows ISI 500 ms.)
As can be seen, response accuracy was greater for
“more” stimuli than for “less” stimuli in both ISIs,
but the effect was greater for 500ms ISI.
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

Figure 1: Correct response rate by Condition
(more vs. less), Type (nasal vs. VOT), and ISI
(50 ms in panel (a) vs. 500 ms in panel (b)).

Table 2: Summary of linear mixed-effects
modeling for the RT analysis.

(a) 50ms ISI
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Figure 2: RT by Condition (more vs. less) and
ISI (50 ms vs. 500 ms).	
   Responses from 50 ms
ISI were faster than those from 500 ms ISI, and
the “more” advantage in RT was greater for 500
ms ISI.
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3.1. Reaction Times

Table 2 presents a summary of linear mixed-effects
modeling for RTs. This model revealed a significant
main effect of ISI (50 ms vs. 500 ms) [p<0.01],
showing that participants responded faster when
stimuli were presented with 50 ms ISI. Although
there was no main effect of Condition, there was a
significant interaction between Condition (more vs.
less) and ISI [p<0.01],	
  showing (as in the correctness
analysis) a greater advantage for the “more” stimuli
(=shorter RT, relative to “less” stimuli) at 500 ms
ISI than at 50ms ISI. Figure 2 summarizes these RT
effects, showing the faster RT for “more” stimuli
over “less” stimuli just in the 500 ms ISI. Lastly,
there was a 3-way interaction of Condition, Type,
and ISI [p<0.05], showing that the interaction
between Condition and ISI depends on Type:
“more” was faster than “less” in 500 ms ISI for
nasal words specifically. Again, this interaction
pattern parallels the 3-way interaction found in the
correct response analysis.
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4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Our data showed that the increased presence of
coarticulatory vowel nasality and VOT were more
accurately discriminated (relative to natural) than
decreased nasality and VOT. These results suggest
that “more” of a phonologically relevant feature is
more perceptually salient than “less” of that feature.
This asymmetrical pattern of salience makes
sense in light of phonological and communicative
considerations. Long lag VOT is the primary cue to
the voicelessness of (initial) voiceless stops in
English [12], which contrast with voiced stops,
which have very short lag or 0 VOT. Similarly,
although it is not a primary contrastive feature in
English, vowel nasality is a useable cue to the
nasality of an adjacent nasal stop (e.g., [1, 6]). Thus,
in both cases, since the usefulness of the feature

depends on its presence, as differentiated from its
absence, sensitivity to increased presence would
seem to allow for improved certainty about the
contrast.
These patterns of sensitivity also mirror the
patterns of realization seen in hyperspeech contexts.
For instance, “clear speech” shows longer VOTs for
voiceless stops, relative to conversational speech
[15], and speech in a goal-oriented listener-directed
task shows a greater degree of nasal coarticulation
(vowel nasality) than citation speech [17]. The
hypothesized communicative usefulness of these
hyperspeech adjustments in production depends
crucially on the perceptibility of the increased VOT
or nasality. (In fact, the enhanced nasality tokens
from the listener-directed context yielded better
lexical decisions than tokens drawn from a context
with comparable other properties but less nasality
[17].)
Our results also showed that nasal tokens were
discriminated more accurately than VOT tokens, and
that the “more" vs. “less” asymmetry was especially
present for the nasal stimuli in our data, which
showed a bigger “more” advantage than VOT at
500ms ISI with respect to both accuracy and RT.
Although we must interpret these differences
cautiously, since the differences in degree in nasality
and VOT were not calibrated relative to one another,
it suggests possible greater sensitivity to differences
in nasality than to VOT. If this difference is real, it
would suggest that phonemic/categorical status of a
phonetic feature might affect the pattern of its
perceptual salience. In particular, it makes sense that
there might be greater constraints on perceptual
sensitivity where the feature is clearly contrastive, as
VOT is, and even reported to be perceived
categorically [12].
Lastly, ISI played a role in the patterning of our
results: stimuli with shorter ISI were responded to
faster and more accurately. This result seems to
suggest that fine phonetic details may be more
available in the short ISI condition. This is
consistent with previous findings on the time course
of phonemic or phonetic feature priming, which has
shown larger priming effects in shorter ISI
conditions than in longer ISI conditions [9, 16].
In the current study, though, ISI also participated
in the three-way interactions for both correctness
and RT: the perceptual advantage of increased
features (the “more” advantage) was greater in
500ms ISI, in nasal tokens in particular. These
results suggest that memory may play a role in the
different patterns for more vs. less of a phonetic
feature. Since there is lower within-category
sensitivity for decreased features, as opposed to
increased features, we expect that less detail is held

in memory. Thus, if longer ISI contributes to
memory decay of the first-heard item in each pair,
its effect might be greater for “less” tokens that left
less phonetic detail in memory to begin with,
making discrimination of decreased features even
more difficult after more time. Similarly, if there is
lower within-category sensitivity for VOT
differences than for nasality differences, we might
expect similar interactions with ISI. If less VOT
detail is held in memory, it might be more affected
by memory decay over the longer ISI, making
discrimination of VOT differences even more
difficult after more time. (However, since we cannot
directly compare the differences in degree of
nasality and VOT, this possibility is somewhat
speculative.)
Finally, the findings in the current study provide
support for a possible salience explanation for the
previously observed asymmetries in imitation [13,
19], in which increased VOT and increased nasality
were more imitated than decreased VOT and
nasality. If the increased presence of nasality or
VOT is more salient to listeners, they are more
likely to perceive these properties in the model
speech, which could lead to greater likelihood of
imitation.
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